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What is a CO2 Incubator?

A CO2 incubator is a device used to grow and maintain microbiological
cultures or cell cultures.

The incubator maintains optimal temperature, humidity and other
conditions such as the CO2 and O2 content of the atmosphere inside.





Stable Temperature (37℃)
Stable CO2 Concentration (5%)
High Relative Saturation Humidity (90-95% RH)
Sterile or Less Bacteria Environment

CO2 Incubators are essential for a lot of experimental work to culture both
bacterial and eukaryotic cells.

What is a CO2 Incubator?

Application
CO2 Incubators are commonly used in
fields such as microbial culture,
cytodynamics research, collection of
mammalian cell secretions, carcinogenic
or toxicological effects of various physical
and chemical factors, antigen research
and production, culture of hybridoma
cells for antibody production, in vitro
fertilization (IVF), stem cells, tissue
engineering, and drug screening.

What is a CO2 Incubator?

The function and structure of the incubators may a little bit vary since they may have different control method
of the main parameters.
Carbon Dioxide Control
• Thermal Conductivity (T / C) carbon dioxide sensor
• Infrared (IR) carbon dioxide sensor
Temperature Control
• Water jacket heating
• Air-jacketed (six-sided direct heating) heating
Humidity Control
• Water pan
• Integrated water reservoir (built-in water level monitoring)
Bacterial Contamination Control
• Filtration (air inlet + circulation filtration)
• Sterilization function (high temperature / ultraviolet)
• Material (e.g. copper-containing material)

D180-P gas jacked CO2 incubator with HTS function

What Makes D180-P Your Best Choice?

D180-P has the most suitable and sensitive Infrared sensor for CO2 concentration detection.
CO2 concentration detection can be measured by two control systems: Infrared Sensor (IR) & Thermal Conductivity sensor (TC).
When the door of CO2 incubator opened, CO2 will leak out. At this time, Sensor will detect the decrease of CO2 concentration and
re-add CO2 to restore to the original level.
Infrared sensor (IR)
Principle: This includes an infrared emitter and a sensor. After the CO2 inside the box absorbs part of the infrared rays emitted

by the transmitter, the sensor can detect the reduction of infrared rays, and the amount of absorbed infrared rays corresponds to
the CO2 Level, so that the concentration of CO2 in the cabinet can be obtained.

Advantages and disadvantages:

The advantage--it is not affected by temperature and humidity, more accurate, and the response is more sensitive.

Thermal conductivity sensor (TC)
Principle: The CO2 concentration is monitored by measuring the resistance change between two thermistors (one is
exposed to the cabinet environment and the other is closed).

Advantages and disadvantages:

The advantage--low cost
The disadvantage--response slow (so it can only be slowly refilled), will be corroded, easy to drift.

What Makes D180-P Your Best Choice?

D180-P Could maintain a more stable and constant temperature by the six-side air jacket heating system.

Water Jacket Heating System
Maintains a constant temperature by a separate hot water compartment surrounding the inner box.
• The temperature maintains longer when power off

Air-Jacketed Heating System
Directly heats gas in the box through heater
• The temperature stability can be restored quickly
• Air jacket type is more simplified for cleaning and there is no need to change water regularly
• Lower contamination risk

What Makes D180-P Your Best Choice?

D180-P has 140

dry heat sterilization function to completely eliminate bacterial contamination

• Ultraviolet (UV) sterilization
• Damp heat sterilization at 90 ℃
• 180 ℃ dry heat sterilization
• 140 ℃ high temperature sterilization system
Can use high temperature disinfection on the cabinet (including temperature sensor, CO2 concentration sensor, fan),
completely eliminate bacterial contamination caused by various microorganisms such as bacteria, mold, mycoplasma, etc.,
providing a safe growth environment for cells. No need to take out components during the disinfection process.
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What Makes D180-P Your Best Choice?

Practical detail design with Intelligent touch screen

Net size:66.0 (W) X 67.0 (D) X97.0 (H) cm, 110 kg; Gross Size: 95*95*116 cm, 150kg.

D180-P = “A great helper for the cell culture experiment”

We are Aiming to Provide A More Suitable Environment for Your Cells!

D180-P is Serving for the Researchers All Over the World

Excellent and Innovative R&D Team

Product List

Demo Policy
Incubator (TC Probe): Distributor Price USD 3800/pc, End User Price: 4500 USD/PC
Incubator (IR Heat Resistant Probe): Distributor Price USD 4800/pc, End User Price: 7000 USD/PC
Apart from standard configuration for RWD incubator D180-P, another FILTER & HEPA will be offered for free!!

10% Discount can be offered for DEMO EQUIPMENT!!!

Other Related RWD Products

RWD incubator D180-P

RWD C100 Automated Cell Counter

RWD High-Speed Microcentrifuge-M1324R
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